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INTRODUCTION 

The Round-Table Ministerial Meeting on Industrial and Technological 

Co-operation among Developing Countries, held at New Delhi from 4-8 January 

19771 was organized by the United Nations Industrial Development Organiza- 

tion (UNIDO)  in co-operation with the Government of India.    Eighteen coun- 

tries sent delegations to the Meeting,of which 16 were led by ministers. 

The main  objective of the Meeting was to explore specific avenu« of co- 

operation among developing countries with a view to achieving the industrial 

goals set forth in the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. 

Background    papers were circulated by the Government of India and UNIDO. 

The papers prepared    by tho Indian Government briefly reviewed the Indian 

experience in planning and implementing industrial development programmes and 

establishing the requisita infrestructurai and technological capacity over 

the last three  decades.    The papers in particular concerned the engineering 

industries and small-scale and rural  industries.    The paper prepared by UNIDO 

described the   efforts of UNIDO to promote industrial co-operation among developing 

oountries, with emphasis on its current programmes of technological co-operation 

among developing countries,  harmonization of policies,  co-operation in indus- 

trial technology, co-operation in the productive sector and training. 

Visits to both large and small  industrial establishments and to industrial 

research institutions were organized by the Government of India in Bangalore 

and New Delhi. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. An information system should be set up that  would concentrate  on the  kinds 

of information that  could broaden the possibilities of co-operation amon.^ the 

developing countries,  i.e.   information ons(a) tho  availability of appropriato 

technologies;  (b)  the terms of licence or collaboration agreements  concluded 

by developing countrins;  and (c) the availability of skilled manpower and 

expertise  in various countries. 

2. In consultation with Governments, UNIDO should explore the  possibility of 

expanding and strengthening already established R and D institutions in 

developing countries to make them "centres of excellence"  in specific technical 

fields and prepare  a detailed study of the  subject. 

3. UNIDO should  review possible constraints,  both  internal and external, 

that may affect th« setting up of joint industrial  projects and market-sharing 

arrangements. 

4. UNIDO should initiate studies to identify ways of co-operation in the 

following sectors of industry! 

Chemicals 

Engineering 

Electronics 

Energy 

Fertilizers and agro-chemicals 

Pharmaceuticals 

5. Under the auspices of UNIDO, concrete programmes through which the rela- 

tively more developed of the developing countries could assist the  least 

developed countries should be formulated and implemented. 

6. UNIDO should convene round-table ministerial  meetings periodically, to be 

held in developing countries in different regions in co-operation with the hoot 

country. 

7«      UNIDO should outline projects of oo-operation and submit them for consider- 

ation to the developing countries.   A committee of oxperts should work out 

guidelines for oolleotive aotion. 

J 
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I.     BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The Meeting took  special  note of the  industrial  production target  for 

ievelopin-? countries established by the Second General Conference of UNIDO, 

hold at  Lima in 1975» namely, that at  least  25 per cent  of global industrial 

production should originate   from developing countries by the year 2000.    While 

confidence  was expressed that  thi3 target  could be achieved,   it was considered 

that  a  comprehensive development programme and  a series of concerted measures 

needed to be  undertaken,   : oth to realize this target  and to ensure that the 

existing gap between the more  developed and  lens developed countries should 

be reduced to the minimum as  rapidly as possible.    It was notad in this con- 

text  that  the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action had emphasized the impor- 

tance  of closer co-operation  among developing countries as a means of 

achieving the production target.    It was recognized that,  in an increasingly 

complex and  interdependent economic order, no group of countries could afford 

to cut   itself off from the mainstream of technological  progress; however, 

developing countries could not  continue to be the recipients of production 

techniques and processes that   were unsuitable or obsolescent  and that were 

frequently supplied at  inflated prices and often under unduly h irsh and re- 

strictive  conditions. 

Some  of the participants  stressed that knowledge and appreciation of the 

circumstances, aspirations and capabilities of developing countries for achieving 

adequate  industrial and technological progres3 was laoking in developed 

countries. 

Tt  was recognized that  industrialization was essential for achieving 

balanced economic growth internationally.    Co-operation between developing 

countries,  a prerequisite for such growth, was not    a    step towards 

isolation. 

In  referring to the principle of co-operation among developing oountries, 

the Ministers stressed that the  implementation of the New International Econo- 

mic Order was likely to be greatly prolonged if developing countries ware to 

depend only on the goodwill    and initiative of developed countries.    It was 

essential that developing countries took the initiative towards evolving new 

forms of co-operation and in strengthening existing structures in their 

countries;  furthermore, the developing countries would have increasingly to 

depend on each other. 

In discussing the basic  issues affecting co-operation among developing 

countries,  the Ministers recognized the diversity of problems arising from the 
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wide variety of conditions in developing countries.    Accordingly, no tailor- 

"•wie solutions could bn offered, since each country had to take  into account its 

socio-economic  situation. 

It  was felt  that the Meeting had demonstrated that  the developing coun- 

tries had th* necessary political  will  to identify areas of co-operation and 

to evolve a concrete programme  of action in this  field.    To ensure appropriate 

industrial and technological growth in  developing countries,  the concept of 

self-reliance was of partioular importance in evolving strategies of growth. 

One of the  first steps was  to pool the experience and resources of the 

developing countries and actively to promote consultations among themselves 

with the aim of evolving a common strategy for industrial and technological 

development.    The Ministers agreed that there was an urgent need for working 

out a concrete programme of action and UNIDO was called on to assist  in this 

endeavour. 

It  was emphasized that co-operation among developing countries should 

take a comprehensive form   and    should    reflect    a    spirit of 

partnership rather than boing confined merely to commercial relationships 

between different enterprises in these countries.    Such co-operation would 

have   to    be    qualitatively   different    in    concept    and    pattern    and 

should be concerned not only with the basic infrastructural production and 

technological   -aps in the economy of various developing countries, but also 

with the general  industrial growth of these countries,  and particularly of the 

industrially least developed.    Arrangements to co-operate should not be con- 

strued as directed against other groups, but principally as an essential 

and effective instrument for meeting the industrial requirements of these 

countries.    The present Meeting was considered to be highly significant, as 

it afforded an opportunity to exchange ideas on the scope and possibilities 

of such co-operation at the ministerial level. 

Several of the participants pointed out that another objective of the 

ministerial meeting was to promote contacts and understanding among those 

who directed the course of industrial growth in developing countries, emphasi- 

sing that the possibilities of co-operation were bbound to increase if personal 

contacts were maintained and developed.    The Ministers felt that meetings of 

this kind should be organised at  regular intervals and that personal con- 

tacts between decision makers were of great value.   Some participants suggested 

that ministerial meetings be conducted on a yearly or biannual basis, preceded 

by meetings of experts so that the issues to be considered could be clearly 
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identified.    Some Ministers  felt  that UNIDO should connult the countries par- 

ticipating in auch meetin.-s  in advance to identify concrete projects that  could 

be brought  up at the meetings. 

One  specific proposal  in this connection was to hold a special session 

concerning industrial and technological  co-operation  in  meeting the needs of 

one developing country.    Such sessions should be   jointly prepared by UNIDO and 

the developing country selected,   with a view to identifying and preparing a 

possible  co-operation programme   involving other developing countries that    would 

then be  invited to take  part  in the session. 

II.    AREAS OP CO-OPERATION 

The  Meeting identified the  fol Lowing specific areas  of industrial  co- 

operation  that could be pursued not only by the developing countries represented 

at  the Meeting but also by other developing countries: 

(a) Co-operation in the field of industrial technology with a view to 
improving the identification and uno of technologies already available in the 
developing countries, includine technical know-how ani skills, -lachinery and~ 
equipment,   dersi^n,  consultinr and construction capacilities; 

(b) Collaboration  in  respect of the prooosal  for a tochnoio-v bank, 
which would alno include  consideration    of joint  purchase  of techno lory 
and examination of contracts and  arreemonts already concludo.!,  to provide 
guidance  to  others  so as  to avoid the mistakes and  problems  re latin- to ttv- 
experience  of particular technologies in any of the^o  countries; 

(c) Pronotion of collective action for negotiating and bargain in ^- for- 
mo re  equitable economic relationships and  for acquisition  of teohnolo-y; 

(d) Development   of concrete  programmes for us in.-; en"ineerin ; and   ~,on-ul- 
tancy capabilities available  in the developing countries: 

(e )     Co-ordination  of industrial training programmes to auvent  the 
skills  considerea ba3ic to  industrial development  prorrammes; 

( f)     Co-oieration  in the establishment and  strentfthenin : of national 
and regional  institutions  concerned with  industrial  and technolo-ical  development; 

\g)     Co-operation  in applied research and development in  specific  sectors, 
drawing upon machinery and  capabilities already available  in the developing 
countries  and con -¡entratin;' specifically on engineering industrief",  electronic», 
fertilizers  and a/TO-chemicals,  pharmaceuticals,  chemical   industries and ener,<*y. 

The noed for standardization  of specifications for capital,   intermediate and 

consumer ¿roods to be adopted in a subreçion or region was recorjiized,  and it was 

agreed that  this matter should be thoroughly studied with a view to enlarging 

trade  opportunities amonç developing countries. 

The   importance and utility of expanding and improving established technical 

institutions  in the developi^ countries to ensure that   these units develop 

] 
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into advanced centres of research and development was recognized.    To achieve 

thig objective for the benefit of all developing countries,  it was agreed that 

the possibility of co-operative  funding under the auspices of UNIDO should 
be explored. 

The obligation of the relatively more developed among the deve lopin,', 

countries to asai3t the least developed countries VAS recognized. 

Industrial and technological information 

Recognizing that no country could attain a staile of complete self-reliance 

in the technological field,  several Ministers suggested the need for a clearing- 

house for technological information,to be established under the auspices of UNIDO 

for the benefit of all developing countries. 

In reviewin* the experience of participating countries in the industrial 

and technological field, several Ministers underlined the ur^nt need for infor- 

mation that could aosist in the proper identification and selection of industries 

as well as in their effective management and operation.    Several participants 

stressed the importance of incorporating,  within the proposed UNIDO clearing- 

house, information on alternative  financial sources and the opportunities offered 

by various banking and investment programmes. 

Tho Meeting was informed of the current endeavours of UNIDO to establish 

an  industrial and technologic il  information bank in pursuance of resolution 

3307  (XXX) of the General Assembly. 

An industrial and technological clearing-house was viewed as an essential 

element of co-operation among developing countries, since it presupposed that 

very close links were to be established between the developing countries them- 

selves and that such close links  would include the sharing of information on 

specific projects, teohnology agreements and the development of local skills. 

It was furthermore emphasized that an exchange of information between developing 

countries was a prerequisite for promoting the industrial and technological co- 

operation muoh sought by third world countries as a viable mechanism to improve 

economic relations among all countries. 

j 
Á 
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Co-ordination in acquisition of technology 

The Ministers expressed their concern  over existing practices 

governing the acquisition of technology from external sources and suggested 

that UNIDO explore possibilities of .joint action in the purchase and use of 

technology from abroad. 

It was felt that the policies and principles relating to acquisition and 

use of imported technology by developing countries required further study.    On 

the one hand,  it was a matter of considerable concern that rapid technological 

progress achieved in industrialized countries was widening the technological 

gap between such countries and developing economies.    On the other, the re- 

quirements of developing countries necessitated greater emphasis on technolo- 

gies and processec suitable for conditions in these countries.    While there was 

undoubted need for rapid and increased flow of foreign technology into critical 

sectors of production,  it was necessary for developing soonomies to exercise 

caution regarding the terms and methods under which modem production techniques 

were being imported into their countries, since such technologies often proved 

unsuitable for achieving national goalo. 

Several delegations expressed the view that UNIDO could devote increasing 

attention to evolving new machinery that could promo+e the collective action 

°t the developing countries to acquire  technology; they recognized that this 

machinery could become a significant  instrument in the transfer of technology 

and would strengthen co-operation among developing countries. 

Examples of joint action included the following areasi 

Exchange of information on technology agreements already concluded 
by some developing countries for the benefit of others 

Collection and analysis of these contracts by UNIDO 

Exchange of experience concerning specific industrial projects and 
on the use of particular technologies 

Dissemination of information for collective action in negotiating 
and bargaining to acquire technology on more equitable terms and to 
achieve more equitable economic relationships in general 

Engineering and consultancy capabilities 

It was felt that one of the areas in which developing countries might co- 

operate significantly in the near future was in using engineering and consultancy 

capabilities already existing in the developing countries.    In this connection, 
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noverai   participants noted that   India hai assisted  in   planning ami  implement in- 

projects  in their com.trios.     It v.'in  rooo,;nized that  engineering and  consultancy 

capabilities   in the developing countries would have  to bo used to a higher 

degree.     Consultin- organizations  in  developing countries could assist   in 

accelerating technological development  and transfers  from local R and  D  institu- 

tions  to  industry by identifying proper arcan  of research,  by ensurin,- tho  com- 

mercial   viability offered by alternative technologies  and by providin - compre- 

hensive  en ^ineerin r services  required at the national   level. 

The promotion of engineering and consultine services in a ,-^iven  country 

was a  precondition for more active international co-operation  in this  field; 

at tht   name tine, engineering and consulting services  available  in some  develo- 

ping countries  should be considered for implementing projects  in other develo- 

ping countries. 

UNIDO vías  requested to prepare  proposals for us in - engineering aervices 

already  available in deve lop in ' countries and for establishing such facilities 

in countries in which they v:ere   lacking v/ith emphasis  rjiven to the areas out- 

lined belo',;. 

Product  and process desiai 

It   v;a3 felt that  product  and process desi..-91 for indigenous nroduotion 

required  special attention. 

Consult in,: and engineering aervices 

It iras stressed that particular attention needed to bo given to area3 in 

which local consulting and engineering services could be used with advantage. 

It was necessary to identify domestic sources and the specific problems that 

indigenous consulting engineering services faced. 

Apart from product designs and processes of manufacture, technological 

know-how,  including feasibility studies, project or plant engineering,  civil 

engineering and machinery installation, training of personnel,  management 

techniques, should also be a part of the technology transferred to developing 

countries.    Technological processes had to be suitable and the necessary tech- 

nological infrastructure had to be created for their effective absorption and 

subsequent adaptation and development.    Consulting and engineering services could 

play a very useful role both in  identifying and Bolvin^ infrastrnctural problems 

that had to be overcome  in developing countries if technology acquired from 

abroad  was to be wed effectively to contribute to socio-economic growth in 

recipient countries. 
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Domos-tic technological  services and capital broods  industry 

The  interrelationship between domestic technological and engineering ser- 

vices and the use  of locally produced erruipment was considered important.     It 

was the  experience  of several developing countries that   imports of machinery, 

eauipment  and industrial hardware nero closely related to the purchase of tech- 

nology .and consulting and engineering services from external sources, even to 

the extent that considerable domestic capacity for manufacturing similar machi- 

nery and equipment  remained idle.    This situation was often the result of the 
development  of technology and basic engineering around machine-building capa- 

city in  industrialized countries,  so that  imports of technology and technical 

services were often  linked with capital-goods imports and adjustments in 

technology and engineering were  largely confined to modifications necessary 

because of differences  in  raw materials and basic  inputs.    The familiarity of 

foreign consulting engineers with the equipment produced in developed countries 

al30 encouraged the purchase of such plant and machinery.    It was considered 

essential  that technology in  institutions in developing countries,   including 

consulting and engineering organizations,  ensure that basic engineering and 

technology wa3 related not  only to domestic raw materials and inputs but also 

to domestic machine-building capability as far as possible. 

National and regional institutions 

Major attention was given to the need for strengthening institutions to 

accelerate industrial and technological development  in accordance with indus- 

trial development  plans and objectives.    Particular emphasis vas given to the 

need to protide institutional support for the development  of 3mall-scale indus- 

tries, and it was considered that in this specific area much greater co-operation 

between developing countries vas possible and necessary.    Similarly, on-going 

programmes relating to the establishment and development of industrial estates 

were referred to as an area of significant co-operation among third world countries. 

The Ministers were of the view that co-operation in strengthening of researoh 

and development institutions in various industrial sectors was greatly needed. 

Although efforts  had been made to promote closer linkage    between R and D insti- 

tutions in developing countries,  it was considered that new forms of oo-operation 

in this area should be explored. 

It was recognized that co-operation in the institutional sphere required 

careful planning and study of national and regional conditions. 
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Por certain countries,   the possibilité of entorin- into   loint   industrial 

projects and market-sharin - arrangements  wan  of ,<»roat  interest  and shoul d   bo 

explored.    Such an approach  should bo actively considered  for certain  fields and 

production sectors,   even  if short-term national  plans and targets had to be ad- 

justed.    UNIDO wan  requested to revieu possible difficulties in   not tin-: up  .joint 

industrial  projects and market-sharing arrangements.    Joint ventures entered 

into by enterprises  in developing countries were considered a viable means of 

stimulating industry and trade,  in particular at  the subrerfional  level. 

Co-operation in priority industry sectors 

The Ministers emohasized the importance of concentrating on  arrangements 

of co-operation in  specific industries  in developin* countries.     It was au.r,- 

tfested that the costs of sectoral programmes could be shared between th^ bene- 

ficiary countries and UNIDO. 

III.    MECHANISIÎ OP CO-OPERATIOM 

To translate the concept of  industrial  co-operation amon^ developing 

countries into reality,  it  wan considered that  a mechanism for ensunn ; such 

co-operation should be  developed.     In this  connection,  the existing systems of 

bilateral and multilateral   co-operation were  discussed.    It  vías noted that 

several bilateral agreements of co-operation  between developing countries   were 

be in* carried out  satisfactorily,  and joint  commissions    had   been established 

in several  caser, to nlan and review the progress of such co-operation.    These 

commissions 3hould not  only be continued but  expanded,  so as to ensure increased 

trade and economic relations between the countries concerned and  to develop 

projects of mutual benefit.    It vas al30 considered that  information on such 

arrangements could be collected by UNIDO and made available to all  interested 

developin;; countries. 

The  importance of clearing-house arrangements was emphasized.    It  wa3 noted 

that  information on the technological capacities of the developin- countries ros 

often lacking.    Such  information needed to be collected and compiled not  only 

on technologies  in these countries,  but on training facilities,  availability of 

qualified personnel,  existence of consulting organizations and facilities  for 

research and development that could be utilized for .joint  development programmes. 

UNIDO was  requested to study this matter and  initiate action so that relevant 

information could be  collected and disseminated. 
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'.•Jith r<\',-ard to Multilateral co-operation,  various possibilities were con- 

sidered.    First,   it  \rir, agreed that  round-table ministerial meetings like, the 

present  I'oetin- should bo or-anizod periodicall,y.    The ministerial   meeting 

should retain their inroriialit.y and be held  in developing countries  in different 

regions.    Meetings of everts could be held a few days earlier to  review the 

available    documentation and to provide the necessary background materials and 

details. 

Secondly,   it './an considered that triangular meeting between the  assisting 

and assisted countries and UNIDO could be organized reijularly to develop pror^ramnes 

of co-operation  betueen tvro countries with UNIDO as a third partner.    The pro- 

(Cramnes of co-operation would  finally be considered by the Oovernnents themselves 

for implementation. 

Thirdly,  the  possibility of holding consultation meetings under UNIDO spon- 

sorship for the  purpose of developing co-operation betueen one particular country 

and several more advanced developing countries was discussed.    It  was noted 

that  it ni ?ht be difficult for many developing countries to organize meetings 

dcsiiTned primarily for the benefit of one countr?'.    UMIDO  c^uld examine whether 

such meetings could be  organized for a Toup of three or four  such countries 

on the one hand  and other interested developing countries on the other. 

IV.    P0LL0VÍ-UP 

It was stressed that allocation of adequate resources to establish pro- 

~rannes  in the  areas mentioned above was essential.    In thi3 connection,  it v/as 

sufti?ested that  some of the participating countries could pledge,  even on a token 

basis,  resources to the UHIDO General Trust Fund. 

UNIDO vías  reauested to continue not only its present programme  of industrial 

co-operation amon.• developing countries but also to respond effectively to the 

basic recommendations arising out of this Meeting.    It was considered that there 

was essential need to strengthen UNIDO    to serve as a substantive  focal  point 

of action  in promoting industrial technological co-operation amon,^ developing 

countries.    The  Meetin- noted vxith appreciation the offer,  subject  to confirma- 

tion of the Governments concerned,  of the representatives of Brazil and Egypt 

to host the  forthcoming round-table ministerial meeting in their countries. 

J 
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Annex I 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Country participants 

AFGHANISTAN 

Assifi,  A.T.  Minister of Industry.    Head  of delegation 

Anwar.   H.  Second Secretary,  "mbassy of Afghanistan,  New Delft» 

ilafizullah,  M.  President.   Department of Planning ' 

Sammah,  M.M»    Deputy Director.   Economic Department,   Ministry of Foreign 
Affair« 

Taufqui,   M.H.   President.    Department  of Industrien 

Yarmand, T. M.   Director General.    Department of Norms and Standards 

».LGKRIA 

Castel, M.  Secretary General. Ministry of Industry and Rnsrgy 

Abdennebi,  I. Director.  Planning and Industrial Development 

BULGARIA 

Bashikarov, P. Deputy Minister. Ministry of Foreign Trade.    Head of delegation 

Karastoyanov, D. Director. Ministry of Foreign Trade 

Sabkov,  R.  Commercial Counsellor. Bulgarian 1M>assyf  New Delhi 

BHAZIL 

De Araujo,  R.L.A.    Brazilian Ambassador, New Delhi 

EGYPT 
Fattah,  H.A. Deputy Chairman.   General Organization for Industrialization (OOFI) 

INDIA 
Pai, T.A. Minister.  Ministry of Industry.    Head of delegation 

Ahuja, V.K. Secretary. Ministry of External Affair» 

Alexander, P.C. Secretary. Department of Foreign Trade 

Choudhary, N.S. Director. Ministry of Industry 

Das, G.  Speoial Assistant to Minister of State. Ministry of Industry 

Ghosh, A.K.  Seoretary.  Ministry of Industry 

Oonsalves, A.S. Joint Secretary. Ministry of Finanoe 
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Kapoor, V.K.   Director. Ministry of Induitry 

Marathe, S. Chairman. Bureau of Industrial Coats and Prices, 
Ministry of Industry 

Mariwalla, K.D.  Chairman and Managing Director. N&  .onal Industrial 
Development Corporation 

Maurya, B.P. Minister of State. Ministry of Industry 

Mehra, O.K. Joint Seoretary.  Ministry of Industry 

Mehta, S. Ambassador of India to Austria 

Kayak, P.C. Joint Secretary.  Ministry of Industry 

Nayudamma, Y.   Director General. Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research 

Puri, I.C. Development Commissioner. Small-Soale Industries 

Ramaohandran, A.  Seoretary.  Department of Soience and Technology 

Rangaswamy, B.R. Joint Secretary.  Ministry of Industry 

Satyapal, M. Adviser. Planning Commission 

Saxena, D.K. Joint Secretary. Ministry of Industry 

Shahaney, B.J. Seoretary. Technical Department, Directorate General of 
Technical Development 

Sharma, A.P. Minister of State. Ministry of Industry 

Sondhi, M. Secretary. Department of Heavy Industry 

Vellodi, M.A. Seoretary. Ministry of Internal Affairs 

IRAQ 

Al-Jassim, P.H.  Minister of Industry.   Head of delegation 

Abdughafour, L.A. Ministry of Industry 

Al-Khoja, W. Commercial Counsellor. Embassy of Iraq, New Dehli 

Dabdab, N.J.  Director General. State Company of Fertilisers 

Danhash, A. President. State Organisation for Minerals 

J alai, F. Director General. State Organisation for Industrial Development 

Majid, A.A.    Director (Planning).    Ministry of Industry and Minerals 

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA 

Ettalhi, J.A.    Minister of Industries«   He id of delegation 

*¡1-Bishtti. T.  Direotor. Industrial Rosearon Centra 

Hamsa. M. Secretary. Ministry of Industry 

Zayed, M. Chief of Planning Section.    Ministry of Industry 

J 
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MALAYSIA 

Datuk Haji Hamzah-Bin Datuk Haji  Abu Saman. Minister for Trade and 
Industry.    Head of delegation 

Astar,  I.   Deputy Director.   Industry Division 

Cheah, T.K.    Senior Economist.    Federal Industrial Development Authority 
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Annex III 

OPEN IN''. ADDRESS OF DR. ABD-EL  RAHMAN KHANE 

Executive Director of the 

United Mations Industrial Development Organization 

It  i3 a »reat  privilege  for me to attend this important  Meeting and to 

address this distinguished audience on a moat   important subject, that of 

industrial and  technological  co-operation amon^ developing countries.    On 

behalf of UNIDO  and myself,  I  wi3h to extend to you a warm welcome. 

May I,  on  m,v behalf and also yours, extend our grateful  thanks to Minister 

Pai and through him to the Oovernment and the  people of India for the warm 

welcome,  gracious hospitality and efficient  arrangements in oríranUin.": thi3 

Meet in T.    The  idea arose out  of the Ministerial  Meeting held at Sofia in 

November 1975.     I  also had the benefit of several discussions with Minister 

Pai on the problems of industrial development   faced by the developing countries 

and the immediate need for their collective,   3elf-reliant action as the most 

effective but  largely unused instrument  for achieving the ¡roal of industrial 

development. 

May I add that I am happy to be in New Delhi again enjoying the company 

of Indian friands and looking forward to useful  and stimulating discussions in 

a traditionally hospitable atmosphere. 

I need hardly 3tate the obvious - namely,  the growing dissatisfaction of 

the developing countries with the unacceptable and inequitable framework of 

international economic relatione that has been made to persist and act against 

the interests of the third world.    This was formally and unanimously echoed in 

the Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly in 1974, when a historic 

resolution on thp Declaration and Plan of Action on the Establishment of a Mew 

International Economic Order was passed.   This was soon followed by the adoption, 

in 1975» of the  Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development 

and Co-operation.    You will recall that the Second General Conférence of UflDO 

held at Lima was deeply concerned by     the stajaiant 7 per cent share of world 

industrial production originating in developing countries and set the target 

of at least 25 per cent to be achieved by the year 2000.   The Lima Declaration 

J 
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recommended a set   of measures to achieve this goal  and assigned a major 

role to co-operation among developing countries as an effective  instrument, 

including the organization by UNIDO of consultations  for the redeployment of 

productive capacities  from the developed to the  developing countries and the 

creation  of additional capacity in the developing countries themselves.    Many, 

since the Lima Declaration, have  wondered whether the target  of 25 per cent  is 

unrealistic.    The  answer is that  if the third world countries have to cope with 

their enormous problems of population growth and maintain manageable living 

standards, the ?5 per cent target should be considered the minimum.    I am also 

fully convinced that with adequate policies for the better use  of their resources, 

both natural and human, of policies and action to obtain better prioes for their 

producta and with a concrete programme of action to promote co-operation among 

themselves, the developing countries stand a good chance of attaining and perhaps 

surpassing the target. 

The last point I just mentioned,  namely, a concrete programma of action to 

promote co-operation among developing    countries  is the subject of our Round- 

Table Meeting today.    Much has been said about oo-operation among developing 

countries, and there is already a consensus among countries that every effort 

should be put forth to make it a reality.   The resolutions of the non-aligned coun- 

tries, both at Algiers and Colombo,  that of the General Assembly in calling for the 

establishment of a New International Economic Order, the Lima Declaration and 

Plan of Action, and more recently UMCTAD IV and the Mexico Conference, all point 

to this fact. 

However, it  is not to easy as one thinks.    Moreover, if I «an put it clearly, 

we are nowhere near forging a concrete programme of action as I mentioned earlier. 

True, there are initiatives, mostly of an ad ho£ nature.   This is not enough and 

time   is    pressing     on us to deal with this subject more systematically. 

While there is oonsensus on the need for oo-operation among developing 

oountries, a question may be asked»    why has it not massively taken place, if 

it is so basic to our common struggle for betterment of our societies? 

Is it because the present pattern of co-operation, namely, north-south oo- 

operation, is so firmly rooted in our systsm that  it is found too diffioult to 

reorient    our palioies? 
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Is  it the  feeling on our part that all  know-how flows only  from a few 

developed countries? 

Is  it the  feeling that the beat  in terms  of goods and services, 

technology and  finance can be  obtained only  fror, developed  countries? 

la   it the   feeling that   imitation leads  to rruic''  and better results and 

therefore, we  should      borrow    experience     from the  developed   countries only? 

Indeed,  the .in s vie re to these questions are  both affirmative and negative, 

and the reality is that with the changing world  the  old beliefs and patterns 

are crumbling.    Several developing countries have  acquired the  basic industrial 

know-how and are now in a position  to share that  experience  with other countries 

in a spirit of partnership and mutual benefit.    It   must be made clear that   if 

these  co-operative endeavours  are to succeed,  they  should be truly based on 

consideration  for the  real   requirements of the  lens  developed  partners,  parti- 

cularly the least developed among developing countries.    It   in  in this context 

that  the Lima Declaration clearly defined the nature of co-operation to which 

all countries have agreed. 

To make co-operation among developing countries move  forward from the  mere 

concept  to reality,   it is necessary to identify broad areas  of co-operation  as 

well aa appropriate  mechanisms  for their implementation.    The   identification of 

programmes and mechanisms should be based on  a preconceived  strategy aimed  at 

providing comprehensive coherent and integrated  action in this  field.    Thirs, 

inter alia, should in my .judgement be governed by  the following objectives: 

Harmonization  of policies and action to ach ieve at least the 25 per 
cent target set at Lima in relation to the  redeployment  of productive 
capacities  from developed to developing countries and the creation  of 
additional capacities; 

Co-ope»»tion in the field of industrial technology with a view to 
improving the  identification and use of technologies already available 
in the developing countries,  including technical know-how and skills, 
machinery and equipment,  design, consulting and construction capabilities; 

The creation of co-operative programmes concerning applied research and 
development activities in specific sectors,   drawing heavily upon machinery 
and capabilities already available in the developing countries; 

The development of concrete plans for the use of engineering and consul- 
tancy capabilities available within the developing countries; 
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Establishment and strengthens of the institutional framework at the 
national and regional levels to sustain industrial and technological' 
development  and to promote  joint investment projects; 

To promote  collective action  for negotiating and bargaining for more 
equitable economic relationships and  for technolo^ acquisition. 

To achieve the  objectives of co-operation  I have  junt  outlined,  the appro- 

priate support  from all Governments concerned  is n*cesnary,and adequate mechanisms 

for implementation  must be introduced.    Adequate information and experience, 

which   is already available within the countries,  must  be  properly utilized. 

UNIDO  could make  its  own contribution to such a programme and could provide 

analytical and direct assistance as needed. 

The documentation available to this Meeting which we wanted to be as 

succinct as possible, provides an acoount of co-operation among developing 
countries  from two angles. 

In  regard to the  first,  the documentation  prepared by the Government of 

India describes India's experience  in two specific areas,  namely, the engineering 

industry and small-scale and rural  industry.     It also explains the  institu- 

tional   framework to sustain industrial production and promote technological 

development,  suggesting potential areas of co-operation among developing 
countries. 

In my opinion,   what is significant regarding the Indian experience is that 

its mam strength  lies  in its human  resources.     I am referring particularly to 

the technical manpower India has developed,  both  in quality and quantity.    It 

ranks  high amon- the  first few countries in the  world as regards the total trained 

manpower,  including scientists,  technologists and engineers.    Secondly,  India 

has developed not  only an impressive  industrial  capacity,  but  also a wide variety 

of institutions to support the  industrial base  in the  fields  of research and 

development,  consultancy and advisory services and financial  institutions.    All 

these provide valuable points of reference and potential    for co-operation worth 

considering in a concrete way by the Ministerial Round-Table. 

On the other hand, the UMIDO document provides an account of its efforts to 

promote co-operation among developing countries.    Reference is made in the 

document to programmes of technical co-operation among developing countries, 

knov« as TCDC, harmonization of policies, co-operation in the field of industrial 

technology, co-operation in the productive sector, training etc. 
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While our Meeting will benefit  from both the documenta-,ion and visits to 

factories and institutions of this country,   it  should also,  in m, view, arrive 

at  concrete  results.    During the next  few days or at  a later stage  it may be 

possible to have bilateral discussions and to lay the basis of practical co- 
operation on specific projects. 

In closing,  I  should like to surest  for .your kind consideration another- 

thought,  which,  I beliove,  will not only sustain our interest  in the  subject, 

but  a]so provide a mechanism for continuous promotion  of co-operation among  ' 

develops countries.    It  seems to me that this kind of small and informal ' 

round-table ministerial meeting,  especially devoted to the subject  of indus- 

trial and technological co-operation,  should be held periodically.    Some coun- 

tries could perhaps meet annually in one of the developing countries to keep 

under review the progress made in this area and to aake recommendations for 

future action.    UNID©,  together with the host country,  could jointly organize 

such meetings,  based on the New Delhi model, and also provide secretariat 

assistance in preparing and servicing such meetings.    These meetings could 

perhaps consider specific plans for action in key areas such as engineering, 

capital goods and pharmaceuticals.    An approach of this kind is not meant to 

substitute for existing international mechanisms, but to supplement them so as to 

make the entire programme operational and at the same time provide a focal 
point through UNIDO for action. 

À 
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Annex IV 

OPENING ADDRESS OP MINISTER OP INDUSTRY,  SHRI T.A. PAI 
Government of India 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this Round-Table Ministerial 

Meeting on Industrial and Teohnologioal Co-operation among Developing Countries, 

organized jointly     by UNIDO    and    the   Government of India.    The UNIDO paper 

desoribes the meeting as historio.     It is historio in terms of the task of 

forging solidarity among the developing countries with a view to ameliorating 

the eoonomio baokwardness of their peoples.    The meeting is unique in that, while 

countries from different geographical regions,  divergent sooio-eoonomio systems 

and varying levels of teohnologioal growth are represented here,  yet transcending 

this diversity,  there is unity in our objectives and there is even a common 

central core in our approach.    It is to explore this community of interest that 
we have assembled here. 

To aohieve our objectives, our discussions will be not at the plane of 

ideology,  slogans or platitudes;    instead, we need to have a practical and 

operational approach.    We shall, therefore, explore specific avenues of co-operation 

among ourselves in industrial and teohnologioal fields.    As the first 

ministerial-level assembly to evolve precise ideas and operational programmes 

of oo-operation among developing oountries, this meeting is historic. 

He are extremely happy to be partners in this unique experiment and we look 
forward to its outoome with hope. 

The last few deoades have witnessed fundamental changes in the international 

eoonomio and political scene.    In just 30 years, about   100 new countries have 

joined the international community as sovereign States.    While the last vestiges 

of colonialism are nearing their end,  inequalities and unjust distribution of 

wealth between different oountries still continue.    The masses of the vast 

majority      of     oountries oontinue to carry the heavy burden of poverty,  suffering 

from disease, malnutrition,  ignorance and laok of shelter.    Vast seotions of 

the human population have yet to taste the fruits of oodeni industrial 

technology.    The political independence of the newly emerged oountries has not 

been aooompanied by their deliveranoe from the traditionally struotured links 

of the past.    The new international eoonomio order, involving new relationships 

and forms of oo-operation among oountries, has yet to take shape. 

à 
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We muet evolve new patterns of sharing our teohnologioal  skills and 

resouroes as a means of gaining individual and oolleotive strength, and of 

finally breaking away from olinging colonial legaoies and values. 

Industrialization is a oherished fundamental goal of the developing 

countries.    Indeed, the prevailing stats of underdevelopment, as epitomized by 

low incomes and the ailments that low incomes bring in their wake may be 

attributed to the lack of input of modern technology,  leading to the low level 

of productivity in these countries.     This is one reason why these countries, 

though rioh in natural and human resouroes,  are lacking in industrial growth. 

That most of the eoonomioally advanoed oountries of the contemporary world have 

reaohed their high standards of living through suooessful thrusts of industria- 

lization is an aooepted faot,  and a pointer to the path that the developing 
oountrieB need to travel. 

While it is essential to transform and modernize traditional agrioulture, 

whioh predominates in the economies of most developing oountries, it is well- 

known that the growth of productivity of labour is muoh faster in industry, as 

a result of the growth of technology, than in agrioulture.    Henoe, more rapid 

industrialization would lead to a more rapid rate of eoonomio growth than would 

otherwise be possible for developing oountries generally.    In oountries with an 

exoess of labour on the farm,  or in other traditional oooupations, a more rapid 

rate of expansion in industrial production is an inet-oapable neoessity for 

relieving unemployment and underemployment, whioh is really an aspect of low 

produotivity employment.    In oountries more fortunately plaoed,   industrialization 

is a means of aohieving a more rapid rate of eoonomio growth and of diversifying 

and improving the quality of life in the eoonomy.    The growth of industries may 

be expeoted to inorease the supply of both essential goods that meet the basic 

needs of the people and of produoer goods that enlargen and strengthen the 

produotive baBe of the eoonomy, providing for further expansion of employment, 

output and produotivity.    Indeed, even faster agricultural growth today restB on 

industrial inputs.    And onoe the basio human need for food, olothing, shelter 

and sanitation is satisfied,  there opens up the possibility, of a better quality 

of life for the people through increasingly diversified industrial produots and 

equipment.    Only through industrialization oan we aooelerate the tempo of 

eoonomio and social development. 

I 
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The  drive  towards industrialisation is,   of course,  not a new phenomenon 

in the  developing countries.    There are  some  developing countries,   and Indi, 

is  one of them,  which have had a long history of industrialization.     Hut auch 

economic development as occurred during the  colonial period wan restricted  to 

primary production   for export and to a few rudimentary consumer Rood, industries. 

The  traditional colonial policies of the metropolitan powers worked in their 

interest by assigning to the colonies the role  of suppliers  of raw materials and 

purchasers of finished goods.    The result was an enolave economy that  lefl   the 

large  part of the  population untouched by an industrial culture and by the 

benefits of growing skills and of productivity. 

The efforts made to secure effective  transfer of modern technology and 

production capability from the rich to the developing countries have   so far 

succeeded only to a  limited extent.    This is not surprising,    notwithstanding 

other  financial assistance provided by the developed countries to  the roorer 

countries.    The building of a few factories or  production facilities doe;-, not 

lea«1  to genera]   economic  development of a country.    The raising of the  1-vy] 

of skills,   the introduction of a new tempo,   ard +.he raising of  the productivity of 

labour all rout.d -  in short,  the  introduction  of an industrial culture - are 

the  goals of a well-formulated programme of industrialization.    Isolated pockets 

of industrial excellence have existed even in  colonial  economies,   but they have 

not had any spread effect  on the  average  level  of labour productivity cupide 
these  "enclaves". 

The reasons  for the growing gap between the industrialized and the 

developing countries,  therefore,  are not  far to seek.    For one thin*,   tlu 

colonial severs had no interest  in investing human resources  in the  ' 

subject countries.     As one country after another gained political independence, 

the business community in the erstwhile metropolitan countries was interested 

in selling to    the newly independent countries,   first processed consumer goods 

and later capital goods and equipment  designed and manufactured to  suit the 

needs  of the developed countries themselves.     The world has witnessed high- 

pressure  salesmanship of a variety of wares over the past  30 years,  be it by 

way of consumer goods or equipment or other hardware or even technology.    What 

has been missed is that a greater part will be rejected by the body unless it 

is absorbed and assimilated in the bloodstream     and nervous  system of the parent 

body;     and onoe it  is assimilated,  the grafted part only enriohes the body but 
is itself unriohed by it. 
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So with technology transfer, and the development of teohnology and 

teohnioal skills and expertise among the developing oountries.    Development, 

like peace,  is indivisible.    So far,   the developed oountries have grown through 

mutual  trade and interchange and teohnology transfer;    but the developing 

countries have generally been left outside  this fraternity, and have provided 

only the raw materials to or been a residual market  for the developed oountries. 

It is  for the developing oountries now to stand together    and to assist each 

other,   not only by establishing inoreased trade contacts among themselves but 

also by sharing and assisting in the  growth of teohnology and of human skills 

to make use of more and more modern teohnoiigy. 

It  is in this context that co-operation between developing countries is 

signifioant not only in the context  of trade exchanges, but also in the oontext 

of the  sharing of productive equipment suited to the environment of these oountries, 

of the transfer of technology, and of co-operation in the build-up of teohnioal 

skills  through training and through the  sharing of knowledge.    Also, what is 

required is not a stereotyped teohnology but a teohnologioal mix, whioh would 

combine  the advantages of advanced and simple traditional technologies of both 

labour-intensive and oapital-intensive  technologies,  as may be required.    The 

appropriate teohnologioal mix will vary from one oountry to another according 

to its resource endowments,  the basic needs of its people,  and the level of its 

development.    But to go furtherbaok,   there is need to share in the very prooess 

of eduoation and researoh,  in the build-up of the human material, and in the 

training of skilled manpower,  so that  the benefits of industrialization can 

really permeate the very fibre of sooiety in all the developing oountries. 

Even among developing oountries,   there are some that have so far been 

denied even the basic wherewithal of industrialization.     It is the duty and 

the responsibility,  even among the developing oountries,  to assist the least 

developed oountries to oome out of the  shaokles of centuries of domination and 

negleot,  and to help them       to the path of industrial progress.    The most 

important need in this oontext is the build-up of teohnioal skills of the looal 

population, the transfer of teohnology and its assimilation, and assistanoe 

in setting up productive capacity that will help in the dissemination of skills 

rather than stand out as an island of industrial excellence, an enclave type 

of produotion facility,  without touching the nerve of the people<s welfare in 

terms of the spread effect of the produotive faoility oreated,  or even in the 

matter of the type of product produoed. 

• 
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Co-operation among developing oountries is no more a vague ideaj     it has 

already been given a speoifio oontent by the   resolutions passed by the General 

Assembly, UNCTAD and other United Nations bodies,  more particularly by the 

Second General Conferenoe of UNIDO held at Lima,  at whioh the definite objective » 

of raising the share of the developing oountries in the total world industrial pro- 

duction to 25 per cent by the year 2000 was unanimously accepted.    The Lima Conference 

went on to presoribe the general polioy direotion and a plan of aotion for the 

achievement of the target.    Subsequently,  the Mexioo Conferenoe on Eoonomio 

Co-operation among Developing Countries, held in September 1976, has outlined 

guidelines and has requested the relevant international agenoies to initiate 

aotion.    This Round-Table Ministerial Meeting being held in New Delhi with the 

help and oo-operation of UNIDO is a further step forward and will be oonoerned 

with elaborating programmes in operational terms and with divising meohanisms 

to promote oo-operation and solidarity among the developing oountries.    To 

provide focus to the disoussions, we have submitted three papers narrating 

India's experienoe in the development of infrastructure for industry,     in the 

engineering industry and in small-scale and rural industries.    He feel that the 

experienoe of India will be of some interest to the other developing oountries. 

The papers are brief,  but they indioate the steps the Government has taken in 

these three major fields,  the difficulties enoountered from time to time and the 

level of growth and maturity that the oountry has been able to aohieve in three 

decades of planned industrial growth.    We would like to share with all developing 

oountries our experienoe,    in    the hope that a oste of the travail of our experi- 

ments oan be avoided.    The concluding parts of the papers also indioate some 

speoifio avenues of oo-operation between India and the other developing oountries. 

The issues raised in these papers may be of some relevanoe to all 

developing oountries, and I hope that the discussion of those issues will yield 

oonolusions of both general and speoifio application, and will help the 

developing oountries not only to harmonize their polioies and aotion but also 

to undertake speoifio steps for oo-operation in the fields of industrial 

technology, applied researoh, horizontal transfer of teohnology, and greater 

interchange of goods and servioes. 

India baa a long way to go on its path of industrial development)    but we 

feel that the oountry has aoquired a measure of maturity.   A stage has been » 

reaohed where infrastructure and institutional framework have beoome a positive 
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source of strength for the sustained development  of new industries and the 

smooth operation of the existing ones.     Achievement has been particularly 

impressive  in teohnioal manpower development,   oonsultanoy and design servioes, 

standardization and quality oontrol.   The growth of the engineering industry has 

been suoh that the bulk of the plant and equipment required for new industries 

in India is manufactured     in    the country.        Sizable quantities of engineering 

goods are exported,  and numerous sophisticated projects have been exeouted 

abroad on a turnkey basis.    Similarly, small-aoale and rural industries have 

aohieved an important plaoe in the eoonomio development of the oountry.    Several 

interesting initiatives have been taken in evolving technologies appropriate for 
developing oountries. 

You will get a glimpse of India's industrial progress in these direotions 

during your visit to some of our publio-seotor projeots and ancillary units at 
Bangalore. 

It is my hope that ooncrete proposals for oo-operation among the oountries 

present here will emerge  from this Conference.       In faot, it would give us 

tremendous satisfaction    if we are able to finalize speoifio proposals for 

industrial and teohnologioal oo-operation among us before we oonolude the 

oonferenoe.    In this oontext, the Government of India would be willing to plaoe 

at the disposal of the oountries gathered here our experienoe and capabilities 

in an endeavour to finalize oonorete proposals  for oo-operation to be suggested 

by this oonferenoe so that, baoked by the political will represented here, 

these may be implemented immediately without further detailed examination and 

processing at different levels.    I need hardly mention that the implementation 

will have  to be under the auspioes of UKIDO. 

I would like to mention one speoifio point  for your consideration.    The 

exeroise that we have started for discussions at  the ministerial level    to 

explore speoifio avenues of oo-operation in industrialization    oannot be 

oonoluded by disoussions extending over three days.    We should think, of holding 

suoh discussions üt regular interval.    The discissions should also have the 

necessary preparatory support by way of meetings   of officials and of technical 

and research personnel and by way of studies and investigations.    I hope that 

before concluding our Meeting, we shall be able to take a view on the modalities 

of continuing co-operation in those areas. 

J 
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Before  I conclude,  I wish to take this opportunity to restate  our 

ooramitment to UNIDO and give the assuranoe that India will be a partner in all 

its endeavours to promote the industrialization of the  developing world.    The 

task of UNIDO as enunoiated in the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action is indeed 

stupendous.     But,  on the other hand,  it also provides this organization opportu- 

nities on a historio soale,  the  like of which have  never been available to an 

international organization.    We  do hope that under the dynamio leadership of 

Dr. Khane    the or^nization will rise to the challenge and will make an effeotive 

oontribution to the task of eradicating poverty. 

J 






